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**Controller Index**

**Remote Controller**

- **Signal Indicator Light**
- **Head Clockwise/Hunting Mood**
- **Tail Right/Playful Mood**
- **Head Counterclockwise**
- **Demo/Roam**
- **Stop**
- **Turn Right**
- **Tail Left/Cautious Mood**
- **Bite/Guard Mode**

**Top View**

- **Shift**

**Front View**

- **Forward**
- **Turn Left**
- **Backward**

**Back View**

- **Battery Compartment**
Battery Requirements:
Your Roboraptor™ is powered by 6 x “AA” size batteries (not included).
Your remote controller is powered by 3 x “AAA” size batteries (not included).

Battery Installation:
1. Before installing or changing batteries, ensure the Roboraptor™’s ON/OFF button is in the OFF position.
2. Remove the battery compartment covers using a Phillips or crosshead screwdriver (not included).
3. Insert batteries (not included) into the Roboraptor™ and controller as shown in the diagrams.
4. Replace the battery compartment covers and the screws.

Attention: Important Battery Information
• Use only fresh batteries of the required size and recommended type.
• Do not mix old and new batteries, different types of batteries (Standard (Carbon zinc), alkaline, or rechargeable), or rechargeable batteries of different capacities.
• Remove rechargeable batteries from the toy before recharging them.
• Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision.
• Please respect the correct polarity, (+) and (-).
• Do not try to charge non-rechargeable batteries.
• Do not throw batteries into the fire.
• Replace all batteries of the same type/brand at the same time.
• The supply terminals are not to be short circuited.
• Remove exhausted batteries from the toy.
• Batteries should be replaced by adults because of small parts.
• Remove batteries if the toy is not going to be played with for some time.
• The packaging has to be kept since it contains important information.
Basic Operation

Turn on Roboraptor™ using the On/Off button (Refer to page 1 “Roboraptor™ Overview”). Roboraptor™ can be controlled directly using the buttons on the remote controller. These instructions assume that you and the Roboraptor™ are facing each other.

• **Hunting Gait** x1: Push “Forward” once to make Roboraptor™ move forward using his slow predatory hunting walk.

• **Walking Gait** x2: While Roboraptor is moving forward in his hunting gait, push “Forward” again to make Roboraptor™ move forward using his normal walking speed.

• **Running Gait** x3: While Roboraptor is moving forward in his walking gait, push “Forward” again to make Roboraptor™ move forward using his running top speed.

• **Backward** x1: Push “Backward” to make Roboraptor™ move backward.

• **Turn Left** x1: Push “Turn Left” once to make Roboraptor™ turn left in place (from your point of view).

• **Turn Right** x1: Push “Turn Right” once to make Roboraptor™ turn right in place (from your point of view).

• **Walk Left** x2: While Roboraptor™ is turning left, push “Turn left” again to make Roboraptor™ walk a wide arc to the left (from your point of view).

• **Walk Right** x2: While Roboraptor™ is turning right, push “Turn Right” again to make Roboraptor™ walk a wide arc to the right (from your point of view).

• **Stop** : Push “Stop” to make Roboraptor™ stop whatever he is doing.

• **Head Clockwise** : Push “Head Clockwise” to make Roboraptor™ rotate his head in a clockwise direction (from your point of view). Press the button four times to complete a full rotation.

• **Head Counterclockwise** : Push “Head Counterclockwise” to make Roboraptor™ rotate his head in a counterclockwise direction (from your point of view). Press the button four times to complete a full head rotation.

• **Tail Left** : Push “Tail Left” to make Roboraptor™ move his head and tail to the left (from your point of view).

• **Tail Right** : Push “Tail Right” to make Roboraptor™ move his head and tail to the right (from your point of view).

• **Bite** : Push “Bite / Guard Mode” to make Roboraptor™ perform a bite.

• **Demo** : Push “Demo / Roam” to make Roboraptor™ perform a demo sequence.
**Free-Roam Mode**

Roboraptor™ will start to explore his environment autonomously in Free-Roam Mode if left alone for more than three minutes.

**Caution:** [Do not put him near the edge of a table since he could fall off when he becomes animated.]

You can also put Roboraptor™ into Free-Roam Mode manually by pressing “Shift” and “Demo / Roam”. While Roboraptor™ is in Free-Roam Mode he will avoid obstacles using his Infrared Vision Sensors. Occasionally he will stop moving to see if he can hear any sharp, loud sounds. (See “Stereo sound sensors” on page 8)

If you trigger any of Roboraptor™’s touch sensors or press a button on the controller, Roboraptor™ will exit from Free-Roam Mode.

After 5 to 10 minutes of exploration Roboraptor™ will power down. To wake him up press the On/Off button twice.

**Note:** Shift will not stop Roboraptor™ from it’s Free-Roam Mode.

---

**Guard Mode**

Press “Shift” and “Bite / Guard” Mode to put Roboraptor™ into Guard Mode.

Roboraptor™ will perform a head rotation to confirm that he is in Guard Mode. In Guard Mode Roboraptor™ is using his Infrared Vision Sensors and Stereo Sound Sensors to guard the area immediately around him.

If he hears a sound or sees movement he will react with a roar and become animated.

Occasionally Roboraptor™ will turn his head and sniff.

After 30 minutes Roboraptor™ will power down.

**Caution:** [Although Roboraptor™ will not take any steps while he is in Guard Mode, do not put him near the edge of a table since he could fall off when he becomes animated.]
Controlling Roboraptor’s™ Moods

Roboraptor™ has three different moods, Hunting, Cautious and Playful. To change Roboraptor™’s moods use the “Shift” button.

• Hunting Mood: Press “Shift” and “Head Clockwise / Hunting Mood” to put Roboraptor™ into Hunting Mood. This mood is the default mood that Roboraptor™ is in when turned on.

• Playful Mood: Press “Shift” and “Tail Right / Playful Mood” to put Roboraptor™ into playful mood.

• Cautious Mood: Press “Shift” and “Tail Left / Cautious Mood” to put Roboraptor™ into cautious Mood.

The moods determine the way Roboraptor™ reacts to some of his sensors, (see “Roboraptor™’s sensors” page 7).
**Touch Sensors**

Roboraptor™ has multiple sensors which allow him to explore his environment and respond to human interaction.

**Tail Touch Sensors:** Press the sensors on Roboraptor™’s tail to see his reaction. The reaction varies depending on his mood.

**Chin Touch Sensor:** Press the sensor under Roboraptor™’s chin to see his reaction. The reaction varies depending on his mood.

**Mouth Touch Sensor:** There is a touch sensor on the roof of Roboraptor™’s mouth. In Hunting Mood, touching this sensor will trigger a biting and tearing animation. In Cautious and Playful Moods, Roboraptor will play a tug-of-war with whatever is in his mouth.
Advanced Operation

Stereo Sound Sensors:
Roboraptor™ can detect sharp, loud sounds (like a clap) to his left, his right and directly ahead. He only listens when he is not moving or making a noise.

Hunting Mood
- When he hears a sharp sound to his side he will turn his head to look at the source.
- If he hears another sharp sound from the same direction he will turn his body towards the source.
- If he hears a sharp sound directly in front of him he will take a few steps toward the source.

Cautious Mood
- When he hears a sharp sound to his side he will turn his head to look at the source.
- If he hears a sound straight ahead he will walk away from it.

Playful Mood
- When he hears a sharp sound to his side he will turn his head to look at the source.
- If he hears a sound straight ahead, he will take a few steps backward, then take a few steps forward.

Infrared Vision Sensors:
Roboraptor™ has Infrared Vision Sensors that enable him to detect movement to either side of him. The sensors react best to movement in the area just in front of his nose as shown.

In Playful Mood Roboraptor™ will nuzzle your hand if you approach from the side.
In Cautious Mood, Roboraptor™ will turn his head away from movement to the side.
In Hunting Mood, his reactions are much less friendly!
If you trigger the Vision Sensor on one side more than three times in a row, Roboraptor™ will get frustrated and will turn away from you. This will also happen if you leave him standing with his head facing a wall.

Obstacle Avoidance:
Roboraptor™ uses his Vision Sensors to avoid obstacles while wandering around.
While walking he will not be able to detect movement so he will react to you as if you are an obstacle.
Press the “Stop” button before trying to interact with him.
Roboraptor™’s Infrared Vision System is based on reflection. This means that he can see highly reflective surfaces like white walls or mirrors more easily and at greater distances.

Advanced Operation

Understanding Your Roboraptor™

• Roboraptor™ walks best on smooth surfaces. Use the two faster walking speeds on rough surfaces like carpets.
• Roboraptor™ responds to remote control commands more easily when you are in front of him. He will not see as well if the controller is behind him.
• Please note: infrared functions can be affected by bright sunlight, fluorescent and electronically dimmed lighting.
• Upon activation Roboraptor™ will be sensitive to sound, vision and touch.
WARNING!
This equipment may experience difficulty and/or memory loss when subjected to any electrostatic discharge, radio frequency interference, or sudden power surge/interruption. The user is encouraged to reset the equipment should any of these occur.

CAUTION
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.

However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in particular installations. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try and correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected
- Consult the dealer or experienced radio/TV technician for help

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.